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• 
FORtWORD 

Essential  to an understanding of the results of aircraft  testing 
is  an understanding of the differences between engineering and service 
testing. 

Engineering testing, using instrumented aircraft and calibrated 
instruments, can determine and record the exact performance, control 
response and limits, engine performance and power available, through 
accurate measurements and reduction of data to standard conditions. 
Thus, it is possible to detennine when an aircraft is approaching or 
exceeding design  limits or other specified criteria. 

Service testing,  using aircraft  in standard configuration,  results 
in a qualitative evaluation for user-type  information.    Tins informa- 
tion is based on a broad scope  of pilot experience and technique pro- 
vided by pilots  ranging  from those recently out of school  to those with 
considerable  field operational   experience.     The installed instruments 
and gauges arc  used to determine significant operating datn.     These 
instruments are not usually calibrated but  represent  typical  instru- 
ments  found in production helicopters.    These instruments  and gauges 
are verified for accuracy within acceptable tolerances but do not attain 
the precision provided by the   calibrated equipment used  for engineering 
testing. 

The  service test-pilot makes qualitative observations on only what 
he experiences  during normal   service  flying.    Those observations  arc 
not correlated  to such   factors  as the margin of control   remaining or 
exact rates of control   response.    Exact measurements  of such  factors 
arc necessarily the respon'ibi lity of the engineering  test  agency. 
Tims, service  testing may show  that  the aircraft is  suitable for per- 
forming a mission when,   actually,  flight has been performed close to, 
or within,  control margins specified by military specifications.    What 
may appear to be discrepancies between service and engineering test 
reports  is actually the difference between qualitative and quantitative 
reporting. 

The Light Observation Helicopter evaluation is  the  first combined 
aircraft engineering  and service test program that has resulted in co- 
ordination of reports  and comparison of reports prior to procurement 
decision.    Caution must be exercised, therefore,  to preclude taking an 
item out of context in any one report to establish a particular position. 
Seeming inconsistencies can be reconciled only by examination of all 
reports with due regard to the specific conditions under which the test 
was accomplished. 
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ABSTRACT 

I'crfornance   flight  tebts were coiuiuctcil on the OH-4A to  determine 
the  conpliancc with the  Li^ht  observation Helicopter  (LOrf   Military 
Characteristics  anJ to  check  the contractual  guarantees c-tlined in the 
(/rl-4A Modtl Spcciticatioii.r 

Th« U.  S.   Army Avi;itioi\Tcst Activity  (ISAATA) ,   Edwards   Air Force 
Jaso,  California, was dosij;n;Rod Executive Tost Agency  for the confirm- 
atory cr. ;xnccring tests   xn  the LÜH Program and is responsible  for test 
cxecutio:»  anu test icportlng of  its assigned phase. 

Ln^incering  flight tests were conducted by the  U.   S.  Army Aviation 
Test Activity at Ldwards Air Force Base,  California,  and at  auxiliary 
test sites  at bakcrsfield anil iiishop,  California.     A total  of  121 
flights wore cor.ouctcd  fur  73:4J productive   flight hours.    These tests 
were accomplished during the period of   13 March to 30 June   1964. 

All  Model  Specification porformancc guarantees  and  rccjuircnents 
stated in  the UM Military Characteristics were evaluated usii^ power 
available and fuel flow characteristics as defined in Lngine   Model 
Specification No.  530-A. 

The ÜH-4A met the  contractual performance guarantee for maximum 
airspeed. 

The 0H-4A did not rteet the contractual performance guarantees   for 
endurance or for 35 degrees centigrade  (C) out-of-ground effect (OCC) 
hovering ceiling. 

The ÜH-4A met the Military Characteristic requirement  for 3 hours 
endiirancc with a 400 pound payload. 

The OH-4A did not meet the Military Characteristics requirements 
for cruise speed,  endurance at  85 percent cruise power,  OGE  hot day 
hover performance at 6000 feet or CGP: hover performance at overload 
gross weight,  sea level  standard day. 

* 
The 0M-4A performance was  summarized usint; power available as 

defined by Engine Model Specification No.  580-E. 

Takeoff performance was satisfactory for all conditions   that allowed 
a hovering skid height of 2  feet or more.    Hovering performance was sat- 
isfactory at low altitude standard day conditions but deteriorated rap- 
idly with  increasing ambient temperature and increasing altitude.     Climb 
and autorotation performance was satisfactory for a helicopter of this 
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power and weight class. Blaue stall was not encountered. Vibration 
levels were exceptionally low. 

This prograr. was essentially an airframc evaluation, but a section 
has teen incorporated into Appendix 11 in order to describe pertinent 
characteristics of the To3-.\-S engine. 
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PHOTO  1 - OH-4A 

PHOTO 2 - OH-4A 
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PHOTO  3 - XM-7 ARMAMENT KIT 
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PHOTO 4 - XM-8 ARMAMENT KIT 
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SbCTION   1     -    GENERAL 

1.1 REFEEENCES 

See Part I, Section 1, Kcf«rcnces a. to j. inclusive, and the 
following .ulJitional leferences: 

k.  Preliminary Report, "Flight Evaluation of the T-63-A-5 Gas 
Turbine bnrine Installed in the U11-13R Helicopter," USATP.COM Project 
No. 4-4-0240-Ü2, U. S. Army Aviation Test Activity, January 1964. 

1. .lodel Specification, Light Observation Helicopter, OH-4, 
15 September 1961; Revision No, 1, 8 December 1961. 

m.  Model Specification No. S80-A, Model Tö3-A Engine, 12 Dec- 
ember 1960. 

n.  Model Specification No. 580-1:, Model T63-A-S Engine, 24 June 
1963. 

o.  Letter, SMOSM-PAIA-2, Headquarters, U. S. Army Aviation 
Materiel Command, 4 Ap.-il 19t4, subject: "Compliance Check of Manu- 
facturer's Guaranteed Performance and Competitive Performance Eval- 
uation." 

p.  Final Report of "0H-13H Gross Weight lncrease/XM-1 Armament 
Kit Performance Test," U. S. Army Aviation Test Activity, June 1963. 

1.2 AuMOKITY 

See  Part  I,  Section  i. 

1.3 OBJECT!VHS 

The objective of this program was to coi.luct engineering perform- 
ance flight tests of the Light Observation Helicüpter (LOH) Piototype 
01i-4A to (a) confirm contractor compliance with the approved Army Mili- 
tary Characteristics for an unarmed (clean) and armed OH--' \ helicopter; 
(b) provide data to assist in selecting an LOH design for possible 
future production; and (c) determine if the contractor performance 
guarantees were met. 

1.4 RESPONSIBILITIES 

See Part I, Section 1. 
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1.5 DLSCRII'TION OF MATbRIEL 

See Part I, Section 1; Part I, Section 3, Appendix II; and Part II, 
Section 3, Appendix II. 

1.6 BACKGROUND 

See Part 1, Section 1. 

1.7 FINDINGS 

The takeoff performance of the 0II-4A was satisfactory for all 
gross weights and ambient atmospheric conditions that allowed a hover- 
ing skid height of 2 feet. Under conditions that allowed a hovering 
skid height of approximately 2 to 2-1/2 feet, the minimum distance to 
clear a 50 foot obstacle was produced by a "level acceleration from a 
2 foot hover" takeoff technique.  Under conditions that allowed a 
hovering skid height greater than 2-1/2 feet, shorter takeoff distances 
were obtained using a simultaneous "climb and accelerate from light on 
skids" technique.  Greater pilot proficiency was required to execute 
the "climb and accelerate" technique with consistent results. Engine 
rpra governing deficiencies required tha'w the pilot monitor engine 
operation closely during takeoffs while using either technique. 

Hovering performance was adequate based on power data obtained 
from the T63-A-S Model Specification 580-t at lower altitudes on a 
standard day. Performance deteriorated rapidly with increasing ambient 
temperature and altitude. Based on power data from the T63-A Model 
Specification 580-A, the hot day (♦35 degrees centigrade (C)), normal 
gross weight hovering performance guarantee was not met. The out-of- 
ground effect (OGE) hovering ceiling guaranteed was 4300 feet • 10 
percent. The actual OGt hovering ceiling at the gross weight aind am- 
bient conditions specified was 825 feet pressure altitude. The Military 
Characteristics, Light Observation Aircraft (See Part I, Section 1, 
paragraph 1.1a) required an OGE hovering ceiling of 6000 feet pressure 
altitude or. a 35 degree C day at normal gross weight (2573 pounds). 
The maximum gross weight at which the OM-4A could hover OGE at these 
ambient conditions was 2085 pounds. The Military Characteristics also 
required OGE hover at sea level on a standard day at overload gross 
weight (2900 pounds).  The maximum gross weight at which the 0H-4A 
would hover OGE at sea level on a standard day was 2730 pounds. 

The performance guarantees and Military Characteristics require- 
ments were based on power available as defined in Engine Model Specifi- 
cation 580-A. The hovering performance summaries were based on Engine 
Model Specification 580-E. This revised model specification results 
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in better standard day performance below critical altitude due to a 
lusher torque  limit but more  ~apid deterioration of power available 
with increasing arbient temperature.     The overload gross weight   C^'JOO 
pounds)  OGH hovering ceiling was 2200   feet on a standard day.     The 
maximum gross weight  for hovering OGE on a 35 degree C day at 60U0 
feet was  1986 pounds.     ...e Ori-4A would not hover OGE  at  sea  level  on 
a 3S degree C day at normal  gross weight  (2S73 pounds). 

The climb performance of the Cil-4A was satisfactory.     Kith  a climb 
start  t,Toss weight of 2573 pounds at  sea level,  the service ceiling was 
20^15.'  feet on a standard day.    Sea  level  rate of climb was   1100  feet 
pc  minute  at maximum continuous power and 1550  feet per minute  at 
taxeoff power.    Kith a climb start gross weight of 2900 pounds  at sea 
level,  the  service ceiling was   15,000   feet  on a standard day.     Sea 
level  rate of climb was 810  feet per minute at maximum continuous power 
and   1250  feet per minute at  takeoff power. 

Luring level  flight,  the  maximum airspeed performance  guarantee was 
met.     The maximum airspeed guaranteed was  lOO knots -   10 percent  at 
normal  gross weight   (2573 pounds)  on  a sea  level  standard day at maximum 
continuous power.    Based on Lngine Model Specification 580-A, the 
maximum true airspeed  (TAS)   was 9b.5  knots  at these conditions.    The 
Military Characteristics,  Light Observation Aircraft,   required  110 knots 
i^t   the same conditions.    This  requirement was not met by a margin of 
approximately  12.3 percent.     The guaranteed endurance mission of 3.0 
.    urs -  10 percent was not met by a margin of approximately 0.37 hours 
(13.6 percent).    The Military Characteristics required a 400 pound pay- 
load to be carried for 3 hours.    At   the airspeed for mini mum power re- 
quired in level  flight,  this  requirement was met by a -aargin of approx- 
imately 0.18 hours  (o percent).    The Military Characteristics also re- 
quired 3 hours endurance at 85 percent cruise power.    This  requirement 
was not  met by a margin of approximately 0.45 hours  (15 percent). 

The equivalent  flat plate area of the XM-7 armament system was  found 
to be 2.40 square feet and that of the XM-8 was  1.S7 square feet.    This 
reduced the sea level str^dard day at normal gross weight maximum speed 
from 111.5 KTAS to  105 KTAS with the XM-7 and to 107.5 KTAS with  the 
XM-S at takeoff power available as defined by Model Specification No. 
56Ü-L.    Center of gravity (C.G,) did not significantly affect  level 
flight performance.    Maximum airspeed was  generally  limited by power 
available at lewer altitudes and by  the "never exceed"  (Vne)   airspeed 
from the Federal Aviation Agency Type Inspection Authorization (FAA TIA) 
(See Part I, Section 1, paragraph 1.1.g) at higher altitudes. 

Vibration levels were exceptionally low and blade stall or rotor 
compressibility effects were not encountered. 

While changing collective pitch control settings,  the pilot had 
to monitor rotor speed and use the "beep" switch to maintain a desired 
rpm. 
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Autorotaticnal descent performance was  satisfactory and typical 
for a hcli:optcr the size and weight of the 01i-4A.     The nimmura rate 
of descent was   1495  feet per minute.     This was obtained at 48.0   knots 
calibrated airspeed  (KCAS)  and the minimum power-off rotor speed of 
374  rpm. 

1.8 CONCLUSIONS 

None. 

1.9 RLCOMMENDATIONS 

None. 
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SECTION  2    -     DETAILS AND RESULTS OF SUB-TESTS 

2.0    INTRODUCTION 

Performance   flight  tests  on  the ril-4A  Light  Observation Helicopter 
were conducted by the U.  S. Arr.y Aviation Test Activity at Edwards Air 
Force Qasc,  California.     Sea  level and high  altitude testing was  accom- 
plished at Bakersficld and Bishop, California, where altitudes  from 
sea level  to 9SÜÜ  feet and a wide range of arabient  temperatures were 
r-vailablo.    A total of 121  flights were conducted  for 73:45 productive 
flight hours.    The tests were accotaplishcd during the calendar period 
of 13 Maren  19o4 to  1 July 19fc4. 

Level  flight performance data were obt .ined at Edwards Air Force 
Base,  i»nd at  tue sea  level site at  Bakeri>i\.cid, California,     Climb per- 
fantaac« data were obtained entirely at Bakersficld where the climbs 
could be  initiated near sea level.    Autorotational  descent performance 
data were collected during descents after completing other tests. 
Takeoff tests were accomplished in the Bishop, California area where 
pressure altit-des of 4100 feet (Bishop Airport)   and 9500  feet  (Coyote 
Flats)  were  available.    Hovering performance data were collected at all 
of tne Mat sites. 

All  tests were  conducted in stabilized non-turbulent  air so that 
«■ccurate performance data could be obtained.    The  test data were re- 
corded by hand  from sensitive instruments or automatically using a 
pi.oio panel. 

Power available and fuel flow as specified in the Tb3-A Engine 
Model Specification 5S0-A were used to check the contractual guarantees 
and the desired performance as defined in "Military Characteristics, 
Light Observation Aircraft" (See Part I,  Section  1, paragraph 1.1a) 
fcr novering,  maximum airspeed and endurance. 

SllMMfy performance was obtained using power available and fuel 
flow information based on the T63-A-S engine referred characteristics 
as defined by model specification S80-E on a sea level standard day. 
Engine performance at  the 6000  foot altitude, 95 degree Fahrenheit   (F) 
ambient  temperature and all other altitude temperature combinations 
were obtained from curves of standard power deterioration with in- 
creasing altituue and temperature.    These curves were derived using 
standard engineering methods, and were verified with test stand engine 
calibration data on five different T63-A-5 engines. 
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• 
Usin;; the  power available as described above,   it was  determined 

that a Tü3-\-5 engine, which will produce the minimum 580-E specifi- 
cation sea  level standard day power, will not produce the 20b 
shaft horsepower  (SilP)   at öÜOO feet, 9S degrees F as  shown in the 
580-E model  specification.     Such  an engine will,   in  fact,  only 
produce  199  SUP  under this  altitude,  ambient  temperature condition 
(See Section 3,  Appendix  II). 

2.1    TAkEOFFS 

2.1.1 OBJECTIVE 

Takeoff tests were conducted to determine the performance of the 
011-4A helicopter under conditions in which a vertical  takeoff could not 
be made to clear a SO  foot obstacle.    Under these conditions, a short 
acceleration close to the ground will enable the aircraft  to operate 
out of relatively short   fields. 

2.1.2 METHOD 

Takeoff tests were conducted to obtain curves of clirnb-out air- 
specui versus  distance  required to clear 50  feet.    Each curve was 
obtained by  conducting a series of takeoffs using various  climb-out 
airspeeds.     During each  series, ballast was added or  removed as nec- 
essary so as to maintain the desired excess power available conditions 
as  fuel was consumed and ambient temperature varied. 

These  tests were  accomplished at  two altitudes  and several  gross 
weights to define the performance over as wide an envelope as possible. 
Takeoff performance was evaluated using two takeoff techniques which 
arc commonly used in  the  field.    A ground operated Fairchild Flight 
Analyzer was used to produce a photographic record of time, horizontal 
distance and vertical distance for each takeoff. 

The climb-out airspeed range used for each  series of takeoffs 
varied from the minimum achievable to maximum practical airspeed 
(approximately SO knots indicated airspeed (KIAS)),     All takeoffs were 
performed in winds of 3 knots or less.    These tests were conducted at 
density altitudes of approximately S000 to 10,000  feet.    Gross weight 
was varied from 22S0 to 2930 pounds at the odd center-of-gravity (C.G.) 
location (Station 102.0).    All takeoff tests were conducted with a 
main rotor speed of 394 rpm (100 percent power turbine speed (N2]  ). 
using takeoff power. 

2.1.3 RESULTS 

The results of the takeoff performance tests are graphically 
presented in Figures No.  1 through 17, Section 3, Appendix I. 
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2.1.4 ANALYSIS 

a.  Comparative Techniques 

Two takeoff techniques were used »Junn); this evaluation. 
Each technique was iound to have certain advantages and was preferred 
under different circumstances. 

The first technique required that sufficient power be applied 
to maintain the helicopter light on its skids.  This placed the engine 
as high as possible in the power range while maintaining ground contact 
with the helicopter.  This method of power management reduced the time 
required to accelerate the engine to takeoff power. As takeoff power 
was applied and the helicopter left the ground, a pitch attitude was 
assumed such that the helicopter climbed and accelerated simultaneously 
and reached the desired airspeed while passing through a height of 50 
feet above the ground. This technique is referred to as the "simultan- 
eous climb accelerate from light on skids" technique. 

Ihi*  technique produced shorter takeoff distances at condi- 
tions of higher values of excess power (equivalent hovering skid 
heights of 2-1/2 feet or more).  In addition, the technique had several 
other inherent advantages,  A flight path clear of intermediate ob- 
stacles was not required.  Because of the terrain avoidance features of 
this technique, the pilot was able to monitor more closely the aircraft 
instruments, especially with regard to maintaining maximum engine power 
output and proper rotor speed. 

One disadvantage of this technique was that considerable 
pilot proficiency was required to use it with prec'Sion.  Attaining the 
desired airspeed at a 50 foot skid height was entirely dependent upon 
pilot judgment and skill in assuming the proper initial attitude at 
lift-off. An additional disadvantage was that the helicopter was 
within the "avoid" area of the height-velocity curve very early in the 
takeoff maneuver. 

The second takeoff technique was initiated from a 2 foot 
hovering skid height.  As power was applied, the helicopter was accel- 
erated at a constant 2 foot skid height until approximately 3 knots 
before the desired climb-out airspeed was attained. The helicopter was 
then rotated to the proper attitude and allowed to climb out at the 
desired airspeed. When using this technique with a large amount of 
excess power, pronounced nose-down attitudes were required in order to 
maintain a constant skid height throughout the acceleration to climb- 
out airspeed. When there was very little excess power available, the 
helicopter had a tendency to lose height when passing through transla- 
tion. If the helicopter were allowed to contact the ground, accelera- 
tion decreased and the takeoff distance increased. 
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Acceleration through translation was accomplished as rapidly 
as possible. Practice was required to achieve the maximum acceleration 
attainable for the various amounts of excess power available during the 
tests. 

At larjie values of excess power available, equivalent to 
hovering skid •.eights of 2-1/2 feet or more, the mimmur.i takeoff dis- 
tances were c'itained using the "simultaneous climb and accelerate from 
light on skids" technique. The following plot indicates that the 
"level acceleration from a 2 foot hover" technique may produce shorter 
takeoff distances under some conditions. At high values of excess 
power, however, the airspeed for minimum takeoff distance was lower for 
the "simultaneous climb and accelerate from light on skids" technique, 
and shorter overall distances were required. 

"I I 
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Data were not collected for the "climb and accelerate" tech- 
nique under conditions of low excess power (equivalent hovering skid 
height of approximately 3 feet or less) and low climb-out-airspeeds 
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(less than 15 knots).  ProRran termination dates and the available 
atmospheric conditions for testing precluded gathering these data. 
Tliere was a minimum value of excess power below which this technique 
woutd have no longer been optimum or even practical. Lxtrapolation 
of the data in the preceding plot indicated that this point in excess 
power was at an equivalent hovering skid height of approximately 2-1/2 
feet. At lower values of excess power than approximately 2-1/2 feet 
equivalent hovering skid height, ground effect was required in order 
to accelerate through translation to the desired climb-out airspeed, 
and translation»! lift was necessary before climb-out could be accom- 
plished. 

b. Flight Characteristics 

The flight characteristics of the 0H-4A during takeoff were, 
in general, satisfactory for achieving optimum takeoff performance. 
The static longitudinal stability and good controllability about all 
axes permitted proper attitude control. Control of aircraft attitude 
along with proper power management was vital to achieving consistent 
maximum takeoff performance.  The iinportance of attitude control is 
emphasized because the shortest horizontal distances required to clear 
a 50 foot obstacle were achieved at airspeeds lower than that at which 
the standard aircraft's airspeed system became effective, i.e., less 
than 25 knots true airspeed (KTAS). The takeoff airspeed and the 
resulting performance were, therefore, entirely dependent upon pilot 
judgment and proficiency.  It should be noted that the takeoff perform- 
ance presented in this report can only be obtained by a proficient pilot. 

Translation to forward flight was comparatively smooth, with 
no abrupt trim changes. At very low excess power, some settling was 
evident which occasionally resulted in ground contact. Following trans- 
lation, the additional lift significantly increased the acceleration of 
the helicopter to climb-out airspeed. For this reason, it was important 
to pass through translation as rapidly as possible to obtain maximum 
performance. 

c. Power Management 

Power management during maximum performance takeoff in the 
011-4A presented difficulties which were detrimental to the overall 
takeoff performance of the helicopter. An excessive amount of pilot 
attention was required to monitor engine operation during abrupt power 
changes. 

To achieve maximum takeoff performance, it was important 
that the takeoff power limit be attained and maintained as rapidly and 
accurately as possible following initiation of the maneuver. Maintain- 
ing the maximum engine power output required that the pilot continuously 
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nuke snail adjustncnts to the collective control setting as the acro- 
uynamic loailinj» on the main rotor varied in different flight regimes. 
This was especially noticed while passing through translation.  These 
corrections in collective pitch caused the rotor speed to vary signif- 
icantly during a takeoff and from one takeoff to the next under the 
same start conditions of power and rotor speed. 

It was the function of the power turbine (N-,) governor and 
the droop compensator cam to maintain a nearly constant rotor speed 
during snail variations in power (collective control) settings.  This 
function was not consistently penormed, so that it was very difficult 
to maintain a constant rotor speed throughout the takeoff run.  The 
variation in rotor speed with small power changes was not consistent 
from one takeoff to the noxt.  The pilot could not effectively antici- 
pate and correct rotor speed changes with the power turbine speed 
selector "beep" switch.  In the course of the takeoff performance 
testing, an occasional inadvertent rotor overspced at the takeoff power 
limit was encountered while attempting to maintain 394 (100 percent) 
revolutions per minute (rpm).  (Sec Section 3, Appendix II, for a more 
complete description of fuel control operation.) 

During takeoff under conditions of large amounts of avail- 
able excess power, the gas producer must accelerate through a consid- 
erable ran^e.  The response characteristics of the T63-A-S engine 
installed in the 0U-4A were found to be unsatisfactory.  The average 
acceleration time from flight idle (63 percent Nj) to 99.5 percent 
gas producer speed (Nj) was approximately 5 seconds, which is within 
acceptable limits.  However, the initial acceleration after a rapid 
throttle application (throttle jam) wai> slow, with the acceleration 
rate increasing very rapidly during the last 2 seconds.  This accel- 
eration characteristic resulted in a large increase in torque during 
the last secona in the acceleration cycle. This was difficult for the 
pilot to anticipate and to apply the anti-torque control necessary to 
counteract the resulting yawing notion of the helicopter. 

2.2  HOVTR 

2.2.1 OBJLCTIVE 

Hovering tests were conducted to determine hovering performance 
of the 0H-4A helicopter.  Data from these tests were used to check com- 
pliance with the Military Characteristics and to determine if the 
hovering contractual guarantees were net. 
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2.2.2 NETHOO 

Hoverinj', performance data were obtained using the "free flight" 
method, with data being recorded at various pre-sclectcd skid heights 
both in-ground effect (IGh) and out-of-ground effect (OCL).  A weighted 
cord of the desired length was used in conjunction with hand signals 
from a ground observer to obtain precisely the desired skid height. 
Data were recorded at stabilized skid heights of 2, S and 10 feet (IGE] 
and SO feet (OGE) in zero wind conditions. These tests wert performed 
at gross weights up to the maximum overload at a mid centcr-of-gravity 
(C.G.) location (Station 102.0) and rotor speed of 374, 382 and 394 
rpro. Testing was accomplished at density altitudes from sea level to 

10,300 feet. 

2.2.3 RESULTS 

The results of the hovering performance tests are graphically 
presented in Figures No. 18 through 28, Section 3, Appendix I., 

2.2.4 ANALYSIS 

a.  Guarantee 

The 0M-4A did not meet the guaranteed hovering performance 
as shown on the following plot: 
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The hovering pcrfomance guarantee stated that the OC.L hover- 
ing ceiling at normal gross weight (2573 pounds) with an ambient temp- 
erature of 35 degrees centigrade (C) (95 degrees Fahrenheit (»)) would 
be 4300 foot  pressure altitude, ♦_ 10 percent. Power available was 
defined by .'.odcl Specification 580-A, with installation losses as meas- 
ured during this evaluation. 

The maximum gross weight at which the 0H-4A could hover OGE 
at 4300 feet pressure altitude on a 35 degree C day was 2234 pounds. 
The actual hovering ceiling under the conditions of the hovering per- 
formance guarantee was at a pressure altitude of 825 feet. 

The Military Characteristics, Light Observation Aircraft 
(See Part I, Section 1, paragraph 1.1a) required that the normal gross 
weight 2573 pounds) Out hovering ceiling on a 35 degree C day be 6000 
feet pressure altitude. The maximum Rross weight at which the OI1-4A 
could hover OGh at 6000 feet on a 35 degree C day was 2085 pounds. 

The Military Characteristics also required an OGF. hovering 
capability at overload gross weight (2900 pounds) at sea level on a 
standard day. This requirement was not met using power available (250 
Sli.") as defined by Model Specification 580-A. The maximum gross weight 
at which the 0li-4M could hover OGE on a standard day at sea level was 
2730 pounds. This was 170 pounds (approximately 5.9 percent) less than 
the requirement. 

The summary hovering performance presented in Figure No. 20, 
Section 3, Appendix I, to check compliance with the performance guarantee, 
was significantly different from the takeoff power summary hovering 
performance presented in Figure No. 18, Section 3, Appendix I.  The dif- 
ference was due to the installed power available as defined by the two 
Model Specifications, 580-A and 580-F.  lielow critical altitude, the 
difference was due to the fact »-Sit the engine output torque was limited 
to 218 pound-feet for the s80-A, and to 240 pound-feet for the 580-E. 
Above critical altitude, the difference was due to the difference in the 
power available between the two Model Specifications at the same limit 
turbine outlet temperature (Ttj). This difference was larger for the 
higher ambient temperatures. 

b. Performance 

The hovering performance summaries presented in Figures No. 
18 and 19, Section 3, Appendix I, were based on the power available as 
defined by Model Specification 580-E, with installation losses as meas- 
ured during this evaluation. 
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L The OGE hovcrinR performance of the 011-4A under standard day 
sea level conditions was adequate, however, performance deteriorated 
very rapidly with increasing ambient temperature as well as altitude. 
The standard day OGF; hovering ceiling at the overload gross weight of 
2900 pounds was 2200 feet, but on a i5 depree C day, the 0H-4A would 
not hover OGL at sea level at the normal gross weight of 2S73 pounds. 
The maximum gross weight at which the OM-4A could hover OCG at 6000 
feet pressure altitude on a 35 degree L  day was 1984 pounds. 

At normal gross weignt (2573 pounds), the 2 foot skid height 
hovering ceiling was 4150 feet pressure altitude on a 35 degree C day 
and 12,150 feet on a standard day.  At overload gross weight (.2900 
pounds) the 2 foot skid height hovering ceiling was 1210 feet pressure 
altitude on a 35 degree C day and 8200 feet on a standard day. 

The rapid deterioration of hovering performance with increas- 
ing ambient temperature was largely due to the rapid decrease in power 
available with temperature rise. This power deterioration was consid- 
ered typical for a helicopter powered by a gas turbine engine when 
operating above critical altitude. 

Comparison of the hovering performance deterioration of the 
ÜII-4A and the Oil-1311 illustrates the difference in power loss with 
increased temperature for turbine and reciprocating engines.  At 8000. 
feet pressure altitude, above the critical altitude for both helicopters, 
the maximum gross weight for OGL hovering of the 0H-13H was 2532 pounds 
on a standard day and 2340 pounds on a 35 degree C day (See Section 1, 
paragraph l.lp). The maximum gross weight for 0GC hovering for the 
01i-4A was 2495 pounds on a standard day and 1810 pounds on a 35 degree 
C day at 8000 feet pressure altitude. The 0II-13H 0G£ hovering capabil- 
ity was decreased by 192 pounds or approximately 7.6 percent. The 0H-4A OGE 
hovering capability was decreased by 685 pounds or approximately 27.5 
percent. 

Kotor speed had a negligible effect upon the 0II-4A hovering 
performance, but rotor speed stability while hovering in gusty winds 
was poor. The changes in power delivered to the main rotor because of 
changing aerodynamic loading and control power requirement caused the 
rotor speed to vary indiscriminately through a range of up to S rpm. 
This variation, however, did not adversely affect skid height or alti- 
tude control. 

2.3 CLIMBS 

2.3.1 OBJECTIVE 

Climb tests were conducted to determine the performance during 
climbing flight and the service ceiling. 
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c 2.3.2    METHOD 

Continuous climb perfonaance  tests were conducted  from sea 
level to service ceiling at two gross weights using maximum contin- 
uous  power.     Takeoff power climbs,   for 5  minutes, were  also conducted 
from sea level at the same gross weights.    During the climb, power 
was maintained at  limit engine  torque until  an altitude was  reach  d at 
which the  limiting turbine outlet temperature was obtained  (critical 
altitude).     As the climb continued above this altitude, power was 
adjusted to maintain the limit turbine outlet temperature. 

The continuous climbs were conducted at gross weights of 2573 
pounds   (normal)   and 2900 pounds   (overload)   at a mid C.G.   location 
(Station 102.0)  and a rotor speed of 394 rpm. 

In addition, sawtooth climbs at normal gross weight and various 
power settings  and maximum continuous climbs at various  gross weights 
and maximum continuous power were conducted to obtain the power and 
gross weight correction factors. 

2.3.3 RESULTS 

The  results of the climb performance t<ssts are presented graph- 
ical 1/ in Figures No.  29 through 33, Section 3, Appendix I. 

2.3.4 ANALYSIS 

The climb performance of t*.e 0H-4A was  satisfactory.    With a 
start gross weight of 2573 pounos on a standard day at sea level,  the 
service ceiling of the 0H-4A was 20,150  feet.    At maximum continuous 
power,  the  rate of climb at sea level was  1100 feet per minute,   increas- 
ing to a maximum of 1150  feet per minute at the critical altitude  for 
maximum continuous power (3150   feet).    At the same conditions, but using 
takeoff power, the sea level  rate of climb was  1550  feet per minute, 
increasing to 1575  feet per minute at the critical altitude  for takeoff 
power  (2250  feet). , 

With a climb start gross weight of 2900 pounds at sea level on 
a standard day, the service ceiling of the 0I1-4A was 15,600 feet. 
At maximum continuous power, the sea level rate of climb was 810  feet 
per minute,  increasing to a maximum of 850 feet per minute at the 
critical altitude for maximum continuous power (3150 feet).    At the same 
conditions, but using takeoff power, the sea level rate of climb was 
1250 feet per minute, increasing to a maximum of 1270 feet per minute 
at the critical altitude for takeoff power (2250 feet). 
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The airspeed flown to obtain the maximum rate of climb was 
based upon level flight performance data.  LAie to time limitations, a 
compl« ■ analysis of level flight data was not possible prior to com- 
plctirif, the clinb tests, and the optimum climb-speed schedule was not 
flown in every case.  I igurcs No. 29 and 30, Section 3, Appendix I, 
show the calibrated airspeed actually flown along with optimum climb 
speed schedule. At lower altitudes and gross weights, maintaining the 
airspeed for maximum rate of climb was not critical due to the relativ- 
ely constant value of shaft horsepower (Sill1) required in level flight 
at true airspeeds near the airspeed for maximum rpte of climb. Near 
the service ceilings, the relationship between Slli* required in level 
flight ...d true airspeed was more critical, and the actual service 
ceilings may be slightly higher than those shown in Figures Na 29 and 
30, section 3, Appendix 1. 

Maintaining the selected airspeed during a climb presented 
no particular problems once the helicopter was stabilized in the climb. 
However, at light weight and high power, it was rather difficult to 
estab.ish a stabilized airspeed at low altitudes.  Due to the initial 
high rate of climb, considcvable altitude was gained before the heli- 
copter was completely stabilized.  It was found that the best method 
for stabilizing at the desired airspeed and power setting was to increase 
power at a rate that allowed tae airspeed to remain stabilized. 

2.4 LEVEL PUQjT 

2.4.1 OttJLCTIVE 

Tests were conducted in level flight to determine the range, 
endurance, speed and power required of the 0II-4A helicopter. Data from 
these tests were used to check compliance with the Military Characteris- 
tics and to determine if the contractual guarantees were met. Tests 
were also conducted to determine the effect on performance of the XM-7 
and XM-8 weapons system. 

2.4.2 METHOD 

Speed power tests were conducted at various conditions of alti- 
tude, gross weight and rotor speed in both the unarmed (clean) and 
armed (XM-7 or XM-8) configurations. Each speed power was flown at a 
constant value of gross weight divided by density (W/p) so that a cora- 
pr.rative analysis could be made. This involved increasing altitude as 
fuel was consumed. During the tests, data were recorded in stabilized 
level flight at various airspeeds throughout the allowable snefj range 
at approximately 10 knot increments so as to define adequately the 
particular power required curve. In addition to basic power parameters, 
fuel flow data were also recorded. 
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Tests in the cU'>..i confißuration were conducted at density alti- 
tudes of approximately sea level, 5000, 10,000 and 15,000 feet. Cross 
weights of approximately 2200, 2500 and 2000 pounds were used at a mid 
centcr-of-gravity (C.G.) location (Station 102.0). Rotor speeds of 
374, 382 and 394 rpm were flown. Two additional tests were conducted 
at a density altitude of 5000 feet, a gross weight of approximately 
2400 pounds, with a rotor speed of 394 rpm. One of these tests was at 
a forward ';.G. location (Station 99.3) and the other at an aft CG. 
location (Station 106.3). 

Tests in the armed configuration were conducted at density alti- 
tudes of approximately 2000 and 6000 feet, a gross weight of approxi- 
mately 2400 pounds, a mid C.G. location and with a rotor speed of 394 
rpm. 

2.4.3 RESULTS 

The results of the level flight performance tests are presented 
graphically in Figures No. 34 through 51, Section 3, Appendix I. 

^.4.4 ANALYSIS 

a. Guarantee 

The 011-4A met the maximum airspeed guarantee. The 0il-4A 
Model Specification maximum airspeed guarantee was 100 knots ♦ 10 per- 
cent true airspeed for the conditions of sea level on a standard day 
at normal gross weight (2573 pounds) and maximum continuous power as 
defined by Model Specification 580-A. The relationship of SUP and 
specific range to true airspeed at these conditions is presented in the 
plot on Page 17. 

The maximum true airspeed was found to be 96.S knots. This 
exceeded the minimum guarantee (100 knots • 10 percent) by 6.5 knots 
true airspeed (KTAS) (approximately 7.2 percent). 

The Military Characteristies. Light Observation Aircraft 
required a cruise speed of 110 KTAS at the same conditions as above. 
The 0H-4A failed to meet this requirement by a aargln of 13.5 knots 
(approximately 12.3 percent). 
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Tl.c 0J1-4A failed to meet the endurance mission performance 
guarantee. The conditions for the endurance mission guarantee were 
stated in the 01i-4A Model Specification as presented in the table on 
Page 18. 

The guaranteed endurance at the conditions stated in Table I, 
on Page 18, was 3.0 hours ♦ 10 percent. The actual endurance of the 
0M-4A at the above conditions was 2.33 hours. This failed to meet the 
minimum guaranteed endurance of 2.7 hours (3.0 hours - 10 percent) by 
a margin of 0.37 hours (approximately 13.6 percent). 
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TABLE NU.   1 

Basic weip.ht   (full oil and  trapped fuel) 159b 

Pilot 200 

Observer and car^o 400 

Fuel   (including  1   lb unusable  fuel) 377 

Engine start gross weight 2573 lb 

Warm up and takeoff:     3 minutes 
at maximum continuous  power 
at  sea  level 

Cruise 9b kt at  sea  level 

NJ  fuel   reserve 

The empty weight of the 011-4A was considerably higher than 
originally  intended.     Because of this,  the  amount of fuel  that could be 
carried had  to be  reduceil to stay within  the 0U-4A Model Specification 
normal  gross weight of 2573 pounds   (2450 pounds  •  5 percent).    This 
contributed to a significant decrease in the range and endurance capa- 
bility of the helicopter. 

The airspeed specified for the endurance mission, 96 KTAS, 
did not represent the airspeed for maximum range performance.    The air- 
speed for maximum range pevformance,  the  recommended cruise speed,   is 
shown in the  following plot: 
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c 
At sross weights greater than 2455 pounds, the cruise speed was limited 
i.y naxiniun continuous power.  A specific example of this condition may 
be seen in the plot on page 17. At gross weights lower than 2455 pounds, 
the rccoir.mended cruise speed was that airspeed at which specific range 
was 99 percent of its maximum value for a specific gross weight. The 
values of specific range at the recommended cruise speeds are shown in 
the following plot: 
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Tlie Military Characteristics, Light Observation Aircraft (See Part I, 
Section 1, pa.-agraph 1.1a) listed a requirement for 3 hours endurance 
with a 400 pound payload. The conditions for this requirement were 
the same as those for the endurance mission performance guaranvee in 
Table I with the exception of airspeed. The airspeed for minimum power 
required was used rather than the cruise speed of 96 KTAS. At the air- 
speed for minimum power required, the endurance of the 0ti-4A was 3.18 
hours, exceeding the requirement by 0.18 hours (approximately 6.0 per- 
cent) . 

A second endurance requirement of the Military Characteris- 
tics, Light Observation Aircraft was that at 85 percent cruis« power the 
endurance at the conditions listed in Table I, with the exception of 
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cruise spc^J,  should be  3 hours.    The  cruise  speed  for this requirement 
was the airspeed obtained at  85 percent of the power required at  the 
rccoir-'ncndcd cruise speed. The  true airspeed  at 85 percent cruise power 
ranged from 8b.7 knots  at the  start of the mission to 89.7 knots with 
r.carly all   the  fuel used.-   The endurance at 85 percent cruise power 
was  2.55 hours.     This was 0.45 hours   (approximately   15 percent)   below 
the requirement. 

b.     Performance 

The maximum airspeed of the 01I-4A was  limited either by SMP 
available or by the "never exceed"  airspeed   (Vne)  as  defined hy  the 
0Ü-4A Federal Aviation  Agency Type  Inspection  Authorization (TAA TIA)(See 
Part I,SfClion l,;>arapr.-iph  l.l£).    At  density  altitudes from sea   level 
to approximately  5000  feet,   the limit was usually SUP available.     Above 
that altitude,   the   limit was usually Vne.    The   limit  encountered 
depended upon ;'ross Might an'l ambient  temperature  as well  as density 
a.titudc.     At a f;ivon pressure altitude and gross weight,   an increase 
in ambient   tc    .'rature would increase  the density altitude,  and  thereby 
decrease  the VIA Vne  limit.    However,   above critical   altitude,   an in- 
crease  in  temperature would also reduce the powe»- available.    The 
effctr of  increased temperature upon power available,  at  a pressure 
altitude,   is  greater than the effect upon  the TIA Vne.    This meant that, 
at higher ambient  temperatures,  the pressure altitude at which the TIA 
Vno  limit was reaciicd first was higer  than that on a colder day. 

The  level  flight performance  tests  conducted with the  XM-7 
armament system installed in  the stowed position showed that the equiv- 
alent   fiat  plate area of this  system was approximately 2.46 square feet. 
Kith  tills  increase in drag,  the XM-7 installation would reduce  the sea 
level  standard day maximum airspeed  at  normal   gross  weight   (2573)   using 
takeoff power from  111.5 KTAS  to 105 KTAS.    At maximum continuous power, 
under the  same conditions, the maximum true airspeed would be reduced 
from  102 knots to 96 knots. 

The  level  flight performance  tests  conducted with the XM-8 
armament system installed in  the stowed position showed that the  equiv- 
aic.t flat  plate area of this  system was approximately 1.57 square  feet. 
On a sea  level standard day at design gross weight  (2573 pounds),  the 
X.M-8 armament system reduced the maximum true airspecu at  takeoff power 
from 111.5  knots  to 107.5 knots.    At maximum continuous power,  under 
the same conditions,  the maximum true airspeed would be reduced  from 
102 knots  to 98 knots. 

Two level flight tests were conducted at  similar conditions 
of gross weight and density altitude.     In one case the helicopter CG. 
was at fuselage Station 99.3.     In the second case the helicopter C.G. 
was at fuselage Station   106.3.    It was  found that there was negligible 
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e 
difference  in the SUP required  in  level   flight  at these extiemes  of C.G. 
location. 

Figure No.   35,  Section 3,   Appendix  I,   summarizes  the range 
performance of the 0I1-4A.    The airspeed  for maximura range performance 
for the  clean configuration at  394  rpm was  u constant   101 KTAS for all 
gross weights  and altitudes  tested.     The  clean  configuration  includes 
the F.M,  homing  antennae,  but  diu not  include the XM-7 or XV-S armament 
systems.     The airspeed  for maximum range was not  the  recommended cruise 
speed in every case.     In some cases the Vne or the airspeed at maximum 
continuous power  limited airspeed to a value  lower than that  for maxi- 
mun range performance. 

The F.M.  homing antennae  reduced  the   range  of the 011-4A 
approximately  1 percent,   and reduced the airspeed for maximum range  from 
1Ü3 KTAS  to  101   KTAS. 

The  XM-7 armament system  reduced the   range  approximately  7 
percent and  reduced the airspeed for maximum range fron 101  KTAS to 94 
KTAS. 

The  XM-8 armament  system reduced the   range  approximately 
4.5 percent and  reduced  the airspeed  for maximum  range  from  101 KTAS to 
95 KTAS. 

Figure No.  68,  Section 3,  Appendix  I,   shows   the vibration 
levels  for the UJi-4A at  one gross weight  and altitude.     Vibration   levels 
were calculated  for the  fundamental   rotor  frequency and at  the second 
and fourth harmonics.    The one and two-per-rotor revolution vibration 
levels were  less  than  .07 g's.    The four-per-rotor revolution vibration 
increased at both high and low speeds.    Maximum  lateral vibration was 
approximately 0.2 g's at  104.S KTAS.    Maximum vertical  vibration was 
approximately 0.15 g's at the same airspeed.    Qualitatively,   the over- 
all vibration characteristics of the 01i-4A were exceptionally good. 

During this evaluation,  the 0H-4A did tiot exhibit any tend- 
ency to enter blade stall.    In the envelope flown during the  stability 
and control portion of this evaluation,  there was no tendency toward 
pitch-up or loss of lateral controllability,  the usual   indicatiors of 
incipient blade stall  (See Part 1).    No compressibility effects on  the 
rotor system were detected in the level  flight power required tests. 
The 0H-4A,  the-efore, could effectively use an increase in installed 
power.    Level flight maximum speeds would be increased under conditions 
where airspeed was limited by SHP available. 

The droop characteristics of the 01I-4A were unsatisfactory. 
During power changes the selected rotor speed changed as much as ♦_ 7 rpm. 
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It is the combineil function of the droop conpensator cam, 
the power turbine (N^) governor and the gas producer speed (Ni] fuel 
control to schedule fuel flow to the engine. This fuel flow should 
meet the torque output dc.anded by the collective pitch control setting 
while maintaining a nearly constant engine output speed as selected by 
the pilot. 

In practice, the pilot had to continually use the power 
turbine speed selector "beep" switch when changing collective control 
setting. When increasing airspeed in level flight from the airspeed 
for minimum power required to maximum airspeed, the rotor speed would 
decrease approximately 3 rpm. When transitioning from a climb at take- 
off power to level flight, the rotor speed would increase approximately 
4 rpm. When initiating a partial power descent from level flight at 
cruise airspeeds, as in approach to a landing, the rotor speed would 
increase approximately 7 rpm. 

llie shortcomiig in the governing of rotor speed was partic- 
ularly significant when the helicopter was being controlled from the 
copilot position. There was no "beep" switch incorporated in the co- 
pilot collective control. The copilot had to release one flight con- 
trol to activate the pilot's "beep" switch, or the pilot had to 
activate the switch. 

Operation of the "beep" switch was satisfactory in the normal 
operating rpm range. However, a "dead spot" existed at both extremes 
of the "beep" range (minimum rpm and maximum rpm). This "dead spot" 
made very small rotor speed adjustments very difficult when operating 
in these areas. 

2.5 AUTOROTATIONAL DESCENTS 

2.5.1 OBJECTIVES 

Testing was accomplished to determine optimum rotor speeds and 
airspeeds for autorotational descents. In addition, data were obtained 
to allow determination of rates and angles of descent during autorota- 
tion. 

2.5.2 METHOD 

Autorotational descents were conducted at various airspeed and 
rotor speed combinations throughout the allowable ranges. During the 
descent, time and altitude were recorded so that rate of descent cr 
be detemined. 
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A series of stabilized descents was  cooducted at a rotoi 
speed of 394  rpm and at  various  airspeeds between 35  to 65  knots  cali- 
brated airspeed  (kTAS).     Fron these tests the airspeed for minimura rate 
of descent was determined.    At  that airspeed,   a second scries of 
descents was  conducted  at  rotor  speeds  from 374  to 422  rpm. 

The autorotational descents were conducted at density alti- 
tudes  from approximately  5ü00 to 10,000 feet.     Various gross weights 
from 2180 to 2900 pounds were  flown at a mid center-of-gravity  (C.G.) 
location. 

2.5.3 RtSULTS 

The results of the  autorotational descent performance tests are 
presented graphically in Figures No.   52 through 54,  Section 3,  Appendix 
I. 

2.5.4 ANALYSIS 

The autorotational descent characteristics of the 0M-4A were 
satisfactory and typical for a helicopter of its size and weight.  The 
airspeed for miiumum rate of descent was 48.0 KCAS.  At this airspeed, 
the rate of descent varied from 1680 feet per minute at a rotor speed 
of 422 rpm to 1495 feet per minute at 374 rpm.  The minimum angle of 
descent at a density altitude of 5000 feet and rotor speed of 394 rpm 
was achieved at 72 knots true airspeed (KTAS).  Gross weight and density 
altitude had little effect upon rate of descent, but a lower rotor speed 
produced a lower rate of descent at a constant airspeed. 

Above a density altitude of approximately 13,000 feet, it was 
not possible to achieve true autorotational flight with the engine 
operating. With the twist grip in the flight idle position and the 
collective pitch control full down, the engine rpm was too high to allow 
a complete engine-rotor disengagement ("needles split"). 

Power recoveries from autorotations were impractical and 
unsafe if initiated close to the ground (during or after the flare) when 
operating at density altitudes in excess of 3000 feet. This maneuver 
could be safely accomplished if throttle application were initiated 
prior to the flare. 

2.6 AIRSPtiED CALIBRATION 

2.6.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of these tests was to determine the airspeed posi- 
tion error for both the standard and test airspeed system. 
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2.6.2 METHOD 

The airspeed calibration of the standard and  test systems was 
i^termincd by using  the ground speed course method.     The aircraft was 
flown  over a measured course at various  stabilized  airspeeds on  recip- 
rocal  hcadinj'.s.     Airspeeds   from approximately 30 to   105 knots calibrated 
airspeed  C^C/VS)   using approximately 10 knot  increments were flown. 
These  tests were conducted  at a density altitude of   1260  foet,  a gross 
weight of 2550 pounds, a mid center-of-gravity (C.G.)   location  (Station 
102.0)  and a rotor speed of 394 rpm. 

2.6.3 KT.SULTS 

The  results of the  airspeed calibration are presented graphically 
in Figure No.  67,  Section   3, Appendix  I. 

2.6.4 ANALYSIS 

The calibration of  the position error of the  standard aircraft 
airspeed system showed good agreement with that presented by the manu- 
facturer.    The standard system had no position error at approximately 
50 knots indicated airspeed  (KIAS).    The position error varied linearly 
fro« approximately ♦1-1/2  knots at 28 KIAS to -5 knots at   110 KIAS. 
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APPENDIX I     -    TEST DATA 
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APPENDIX II 

GENERAL  AIRCRAFT  INFORMATION 

Aircraft Uincnsions, Design Data,  FAA Type Inspection Authorizat'- 
Lirutations,   Weight and Balance,   Instruacntation, Engine "odel 
Specificntirn bO-L   inaccuracies  and Hngine Qperatj n  

1, Sources of Inforaation 

See Part I, Section 3, Appendix II. 

2. Doscnvtion of Aircraft  and SyttgM 

2.1 Aircraft Dcsi;;n Data 

See Part  I,  Section 3, Appendix II. 

2.2 Aircrai'i Systcr.s 

2.2.1 Lloctncal  System 

See Part  I, Section 3,  Appendix ii. 

2.2.2 Power Plant 

The T63-A-5 turbo-shaft engine  has a noainal  rating of 250 
shaft iMfMpOWOr (SUP).    As  installed in the 0H-4A,  tac- engine  is 
linited by either the output shaft torque or the gas producer turbine 
outlet  tcisperature   (Ji^).     For mfwitlWl continuous operation these 
Units were 2Ü4 pound-feet torque et oOüO rpra (233 SHP)  or 693 degrees 
centigrate  (C) ^t^t whichever is  reached first.    For takeoff power 
(caximum of 5 minutes continuous operation),  these  limits are 24U 
pound-feet torque   (275 SUP)   or 738 degrees C. 

The engine is a free turbine type.    The compressor consists 
of 6 axial stages  and 1  centrifugal stage.    Compressor speed at  100 
percent is 51,120  rpm.    The conbustor section consists of a single 
charter into which a regulated flow of fuel is injected to support 
continuous combustion.    The power turbine has 2 axial stages.    Power 
turbine speed at  100 percent  is  35,öC0  rpm.    The high speed of the 
power  turbine is reduced in the accessory gear box to 6000 rpra for the 
engine output speed.    Engine operated accessories are also driven from 
the accessory gear box. 

The DP-D3 gas turbine fuel control is pneumatically operated 
by compressor discharge air.    The  fuel  control senses input  froa 3 
sources.    These sources arc the pilot's twist grip, the fly-ball 
governor connected to the gas producer, and the turbine governor. 
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In addition, both altitude compensation and teepcrature  condensation 
are provided.    The function of the fuel  control is to integrate  the 
inputs so that the power turbine speed selected by the pilot is main- 
tained under varying load demands. 

A steady-state "droop"   is built  into the   fu«l control.    This 
means  that when the engine load is   increased or decreased,   the speed 
of the power turbine will  change slightly.    The droop is  required to 
avoid rotor-engine dynainic instability and "huntiny." during steady- 
state operation.     In an attcicpt  to eliminate some of the undesirable 
effects of the droop,  a droop conp^nsat^r cam is  installed in the 
link-^e between the collective pitch control and the power turbine 
governor.    This cam converts  coi1.octivc control movenent  to an input 
to the power turbine governor which anticipates the changing engine 
load.    The cam was designed to reduce transient droop and to eliminate 
stt v.dy-state droop during rapid coliootive pitch applications, 
operation of this droop compensator,  as  installed, was marginally 
satisfactory throughout  the test projraa. 

There is no provision  for en* r^ency control  in the case of 
a fuel control  failure.     In the  case of an uncontrolled overspced in 
the power turbine,  rotor speed and tstfiM power may be controlled 
through pilot coordination of collective pitch control and twist grip 
rotation as in an ungovemed reciprccating engine. 

2.2.3 Landing Gear 

See Part I, Section 3, Appendix II. 

2.2.4 Fuel System 

See Part I, Section 3, Appendix II. 

2.2.5 Control  Systcn 

See Part I, Section 3, Appendix II. 

3.0 TIA Limitations 

See Part I, Section 3, Appendix II. 

4.0 Weight and Balance 

The test aircraft was weighed prior to installation of test 
instrumentation. The weighing was done in a closed hangar using an 
electronic weighing kit. As weighed, the aircraft gross weight was 
1574 pounds with the  longitudinal C.G.  located at Station  108.4. 
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In order to provide a basis  for verifying whether the manu- 
facturer's helicopter net the porfor—nco  guarantees,  the enpty 
weight was defined to bj the weight of 0H-4A,  LiSA S/N 62-42U2,as 
delivered to the U.  S. Army Aviation Test Activity,  with corrections 
for the  ii.crcu.se in weight of govemr..cnt  furnished cquipr.cnt,  and 
corrections  for items installed but not part of the contract empty 
weight   (See Section  1, paragraph  l.l.o).    With these corrections,  the 
eupty weight used was 1596 pounds   (full  oil  anu trapped  fuel).    Oil 
capacity was 9-1/2 pounds. 

The taanufacturor's pcrfcrmance 2uarantees were at  a specified 
gross weight.    This weight is defined as:. 

Normal Gross Weight    ■    Empty weight • useful  load 

Empty Weight    ■    1596 pounds 

Useful Load    -    Pilot    -    200 pounds 

Cargo    -    400 pounds 

Fuel necessary to meet normal gross 
weight specified in 0U-4A Model 
Specification, paragraph 3.2.1 -377 
pounds 

0H-4A Model Specification,  paragraph 3.2.1 states that the 
norr^l   gross weight  (performance  guarantee weight)  shall not exceed 2450 
pounds  ^ 5 percent; therefore, helicopter performance was  calculated 
at 2573 pounds   (2450 ♦ 5 percent). 

Weights of some items not  included in the empty weight,which 
may bo  required for various missions  are as  follows: 

Copilot flight controls        -        8.1 pounds 

Anti-collision light -        4.0 pounds 

Ground handling wheels -      32      pounds 

XM-7 araa.-nent system -    375      pounds 
(full ammunition) 

XM-8 armament system -    325      pounds 
(full ammunition) 

After installation of test instrumentation, the helicopter was 
again weighed.    The basic weight  (full oil and trapped fuel) was 
1867 pounds with the longitudinal C.G.  location at Station 105.95. 
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5.0 Test  Instrument at ioa *i 

The test  instrumentation usc^ curing this evaluation was 
siipplied.  Installed and naintained by the Logistics Division of tv.c 
U. S.  Arny Aviation Test Activity.    Calibration of the  instrumentation 
was  accomplished by the Instrumentation Srar.ch of the Air Force Flight 
Test Center; California Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation; 
Douglas Aircraft Missile and Space Division; and the Logistics Division 
of the U.  S.  Arny Aviation Test Activity. 

'   swivel  mounted pitot-static airsp^ ed head was   installed on a 
nose boom mounted approximately 5  feet  forward of the r.ose of the heli- 
copter.    The static pressure ports of this pitot-static head '..ere the 
pressure source  fcr the sensitive altimeter as well as  the sensitive 
boom airspeed indicator.    The airspeed position error f^r this installa- 
tion  is  shown in Figure No.  67,  Section 3, Appendix I.    Sensitive 
n.strumentation was  installed prior to initiation of the test  flights 
to measure the  following parameters: 

Pilot-Hnpineor Panel; 

boom System Airspeed 

Standard System Airspeed 

Uoom Altitude 

Rate of Climb 

Angle of Sideslip 

Free Air Temperature 

Rotor Speed 

Gas Producer Speed (H|) 

Torqueneter Oil Pressure 

Turbine Outlet Temperature (Ttr) 

Compressor Inlet Total Temperature 

Compressor Inlet Total Pressure 

Exhaust Gas Static Pressure 

Cockpit Absolute Pressure 

Total Fuel Used 

Photo Panel Frame Counter 

Oscillograph Record Counter 
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Photo Panel> 

Boon. Altitudo 

Titto of Day 

Free Air Temperature 

Gas ProUuccr Speed (N^) 

Torquer.eter Oil Pressure 

Coir.-.ircssor Inlet Total Pressure 

Compressor Discharje Total Pressure 

Co: justion Static Pressure 

Ccr.prci.bor Discharge Tecperature 

Fuel Control Inlet Fuel Temperature 

Total Fuel Used 

Photo Panel Fraae Counter 

Oscillograph Record Counter 

Record, i Oscillo?,raph; 

(Jas Producer Speed 

Rotor S;;ced 

Power Turbine Speed 

ü-s ProJucer Cc.trol Lever Position 

Co. Vertical Acceleration  (vibration) 

Co.  Lateral Acceleration  (vibration) 

Pilot's Station Vertical Acceleration  (vibration) 

Pilot's Station Lateral Acceleration  (vibration) 

Pilot's Event 

. n ...-.eor' s tvent 

Briu^e-lialance Voltage 

t>.       ungi-.-.o üodcl b cci i'ication SbO-C   Uuccuracieg 

During the course of tl\o pcrtor.^ance tests,  inaccuracies were 
encountered wnilc working with the Tui-A-i Engine Model Specificatiou 
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dou-L.    UM  following  int'urination   is presented to clarify this  situ- 
ation. 

The TCi-A-S Ln^ine Model  Specification SÖO-U contains engine 
performance data that do not  represent an actual engine.     These data 
arc  bosod priiTiarily on  an uninstallcd power available of 20b shaft 
horsepower   (-UP)   at  oUQd  feet pressure altitude,  i»5 decree Pahtonhoit 
^Fj   u;-..Dient temperature and a sea  level standard day specific fuel 
eonsuaptioa of .71  pou..ds of fuel  used per hour per bni* at  250 SHI*. 
The ica  level CL.ncition was  a guarantee point  and the SUP available 
at oüüü feet, 95 dogfOM  V,  was a power condition containeo in an 
earlier r.odel  specification   (5ÖÜ-AJ . 

in orJer to construct a model specification  for a new engine, 
.i  wn variuus  engine components   Ci«e.,  compressor,  combustor, 

turbiaoO|   etc.J  are conducted by the manufacturer.     From these tests, 
the engine performance  is  predicted  for various  altitudes  and ambient 
tMporoturOi«    As  completed engines   are run and more  information is 
obtained,  the predicted performance is  revised. 

When the  engines were calibrated for the LOU flight  test 
prograr.s,   it became apparent that   the power deterioration with  increas- 
ing ^lt.t^v.c and temperature was  greater than  predicted.     A specifi- 
cation engine that would just meet   the performance  guarantee at  sea 
level on a sta/.dard day would not  produce 200 SUP uninstallcd at bOOO 
feet and ^5 decrees  F«     Such an engine would only produce  i'JO SUP at 
oüv/j feet,  'J5 degrees F. 

•ac engine calibration test  data showed that  the Vü5-A-3 
engine ha- - performance .aargm over the 5öü-t specification values 
at sea  Isvcl«    Tlie existence of tiiis  sea level  power margin  allowed 
201 SHP to be obtained at  ooo ; feet,  95 degrees  F.    The consistent 
existance of this margin strengthened the Tü3 manufacturers decision 
to show 206 SUP at  oOOO feet,  95  degrees F m  the jao-b specification. 

Prior to the start of the  Ü.  S.  Army Aviation Test Activity 
Englnooriag .ests on the LüU's,   referred engine performance  curves 
were wtamed from the engine manufacturer.     In addition,   curves of 
various  correction  factors were obtained.    These curves were proviued 
to produce ZiO-h. specification power data.    A  limiteU check between the 
5ö0-L specification and the curves  provideu showed apparent  agreement. 
As •Agla4 calibration data were  received from vario-s  altitude-tcmpera- 
tare  . j:ri)inations,   tlie  various parameters were reduced to referred 
values.     These data lormed a single curve, as  they should,  wnich in- 
uicavcu that the correction factors were reasonable.     Later in the test 
profr<Ma  a more detailed check was made of the 58Ü-L model  specifi- 
cation.    This check revealed that the 580-h specification did not con- 
tain power uata that agreed with what the actual engines were producing. 
It also revealed areas of considerable disagreement between the SoO-L 
specification and the manufacturer's referred curves, whereupon another 
correction curve was furnished.    This curve was to be used only when com- 
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7-.-.a;; the  M.odcl  specification with actual  engine performance,     rthen 
this new curve was used,  there was  st..l  disagreement,  although not   as 
much as previously. 

UM  manufacturer stated that   in order to provide a sufficient 
power Mrgin  *o allow the To5-A-5 engine  to be put into production and 
guaran^ff  2ÜO i>i:i' at oudj feet on a 'JS degree  f day,  the  turbine outlet 
temperature  limit of 13oü degrees F   (for takeoff powerj would have  to 
bo  inci'-ascd to  UM degrees F. 

Tho engine manufacturer has provided information substanti- 
ating the deterioration of power with increasing ambient temperature 
as presented m this report. This information also further verifies 
t..e ..ot day high altitude power available as  presented in this  report. 

Fror, the discussions with the manufacturer,   it was concluded 
that  in ordo.- to nrcsciu a t» clinically accurate and c  rrect picture of 
the ^u;i [MrforB&nco,   the power deterioration with increasing altitude 
Md  ^:. craturc P.J actormincd from the  referred curves would be used. 
That« curves  are prconted  in Figures No.  63 througn ob.  Section 3, 
.     ...w.A  -   ^..w are  labeled "engine Model  Specification 580-1:." 

7. 1      .:.^ Operation 

During the first VZilS hours of operation, no detectable 
-wtenoration of engine performance occurred in the Toi-A-5 engine   in- 
^taileu Ln QU-4A USA S/.'. u2'4202.     At  tho end of that period,  the  com- 
;reSjor section of the engine was  removed to  incorporate an Lngir.eenn,; 
Order,     jecauso dirt deposits were  found,  the  compressor was cleaned  at 
•..iut  time.     Following tiie cleaning,  no marked improvement of perform- 
ance was noted.     For nearly all  of the periou prior to cleaning,  the 
testing was  conducted at alt.tudes  greater than SOU feet  above the 
ground,  except lor normal takeoffs and landings  from hard surfaced areas. 

The  compressor of the engine  installed in the 0il-4A,  USA S/N 
02-42^/4,   required cleaning four times during this evaluation  so that 
:uil  power output coulu be maintained.     The  compressor was cleaned at 
period 91:35,   132:25,  140:40 and  145:15 hours of engine operation. 

Each time cleaning was required,   the preceding 3 to 4 houn 
wf operation were performed u.".i.er dusty atmospheric conditioi.i.     ...e 
•.ir^.  cleaning ^as necessary after approximately 4 hours of operation 
under conditions  in which fine particals of dust were suspended in  the 

.nhtre to an altitude of approximately  10,000 feet,  forming a "haiy" 
endition.    The  last three cleanings were required following 2 to 3 
hours of continuous operation in hovering,  sideward and rearward flight, 
in close proximity to the ground at an unprepared site. 
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APPENDIX III 

SYMBOLS AND AIMEVIATIONS 

SY::: L DEPXNITXON UNIT 

TAB (Vtj True Airspeed knots 

CAS (Vc)CVcal) Caiibrated Airspeed knots 

K (Kt) knots knots 

IAS Indicated Airspeed knots 

Vne Never Uxceed Airspeed knots 

Vr.;ax Maxinnja Airspeed Attainable knots 

Vü Maxin.ua I'eraissible Uive Speed knots 

OGE Out of Ground tffect 

lot In Ground tffect 

CG. Center of Gravity Inches 

» Gross iVoight Pounds 

RPM/rpa Revolutions per Minute 

OC Uegrec.; Centigrade Degrees 

0F Degrees I-'ahrenheit Degrees 

8L Sea Level 

-..? Shaft Horsepower 

H/O Rate of Descent feet per minute 

iVC Rate of Clir.j feet per tanute 

r/c TiQo to Cliiub Minutes 

Cf Power Coefficient 

CT Thrust Coefficient 

.\;A>rr Nautical Air Miles Trave led 
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L NANPP 

.Ivi 

i'.p 

Tlj  [TOT) 

Nautical Air Miles  Per PounJ of Fuel      

Gas  Proiiaccr Speed Percent  rpn 

Power Turbine Speed Percent  rpm 

Density AltiiuJe Ftet 

Pressure Altitude Feet 

Turbine Outlet Temperature 

Air Mass Uensity 

Degrees 

jj-scc- 

ft* 
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